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Abstract 

The success of the students in the physics lab depends on their general physics achievement, the physics 

lesson performance in high school and the test scores. In addition, the success of students in the physics 

lab was influenced by the students’ physics lab attitudes and non-cognitive variables such as anxiety and 

self-efficacy beliefs. Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to indicate structural equation modeling 

on self-efficacy, physics lab anxiety and attitudes. In this research, 513 university students participated, 

and three scales were used to data collection including Self-efficacy Scale, Physics Lab Anxiety Scale (P-

LAS), and Physics Lab Attitudes Scale. In correlation analysis, physics lab anxiety was found negatively 

related to physics lab attitudes and self-efficacy. According to path analysis results, physics lab attitudes 

were predicted positively by self-efficacy. Furthermore, self-efficacy and physics lab attitudes were 

predicted by physics lab anxiety in a negative way. The study revealed that high self-efficacy and positive 

attitudes toward physics decreases physics lab anxiety. The findings were discussed using the literature 

in this field.  
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Introduction 

Physics is a fundamental discipline of natural sciences and it has important roles in engineering, chemistry 

and mathematics. However, many students are struggling in physics (Byun et al., 2008; Raw, 1999). 

Therefore, some students change their branches when they achieve bad scores in physics course 

(Tuminaro & Redish, 2004). In addition, physics are supported by lab studies to consolidate and 

understand physics concepts in high schools and universities. In this context, Millar (2004) pointed out 

the importance of practical work to help students make a connection between concepts and their 

observable properties. Therefore, lab activities have an important and central role in the science education 

(Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004; Lunetta, 1998). In this sense, lab studies have the potential to develop 

meaningful learning, conceptual understanding and understanding of the nature of science (Taitelbaum 

et al., 2008). Further, lab studies are also useful for high level learning skills such as observation, 

experiment planning, asking questions, hypothesizing and analyzing experimental results (Bybee, 2000; 

Hofstein et al., 2004).  

The most important active learning environments in physics education are physics labs. Physics lab is 

private classrooms where physics concepts are taught. Students’ achievements in physics lab depend on 
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general physics achievements, high school physics course performance, and test scores. In addition, 

students’ achievement in physics lab was influenced from positive or negative attitudes of students 

toward physics lab. Also, non-cognitive variables such as anxiety and self-efficacy beliefs play a key role 

in general physics achievement. Anxiety is one of the most common psychological disorders that cause to 

increase their fears of individuals about the future (Schmidt et al., 2008). The anxiety was defined by 

different fields of science. Mallow (1986) defined the science anxiety as disgust or fear of science concepts, 

scientists, and science-related activities. Seligman Walkman et al. (2001) described the science anxiety as 

the tension that hinders the use of scientific equipment in academic subjects and in the various stages of 

daily life. In addition, Oludipe and Awokoy (2010) defined science anxiety as a disturbing situation in 

responding to situations perceiving threatening self-respect and include scientific studies. Also, Mallow 

and Greenburg (1982) defined science anxiety as a condition and a fear of science that adversely affected 

students' science learning. They also stated that science anxiety caused students to fear being enrolled in 

science courses and, as a result, prevented many of them from entering and succeeding in science 

(Raymond, 2003; Udo et al., 2004). Students who have science anxiety think that they would not be able 

to solve science problems or be successful in science exams would constitute their science concerns 

(Mallow & Greenburg, 1982). Regarding this issue, Mahajan and Singh (2001) stated that the presence of 

anxiety affects students' understanding related to the subject. Thus, anxiety is a factor that reduces the 

performance in the physics lab course. Anxiety feeling causes loss of helplessness, tension, panic, fear, 

inability to cope and concentration problem (Seligman Walkman et al., 2001). In addition, some studies 

showed that there was a negative relationship between anxiety and students’ success because of anxiety 

in education (Berdonosov et al., 1999; Black & Deci, 2000; Eddy, 2000).  

Physics lab anxiety leading a broad spectrum of psychological, cognitive, and behavioral problems and is 

affected by many variables. Attitude is one of these variables. According to Brandwein et al. (1958), 

attitude “shows the emotional aspect of the individual against the subject” (Freedman, 1997). Attitude has 

been defined by Eagly and Chaiken (1993) as psychological tendency which measures the degree of liking 

or disliking a particular case and has been considered playing an important role on development of 

anxiety mostly every field of education (Osborne et al., 2003) and positive and negative attitudes of 

students impact the outcomes of science courses in high school and university (Cheung, 2009). Schibeci 

(1983) exuded that scientific attitude has a predominant cognitive orientation, whereas attitude toward 

science is predominantly affective (Freedman, 1997). In this context, science attitude was defined by 

Koballa and Crawley (1985) as liking or disliking the science.  

Increasing students' positive attitudes towards physics laboratory concerns is very important in terms of 

two main reasons. The first reason is the link between attitudes and academic achievement (Bennett et al., 

2001; Cheung, 2009; Freedman, 1997; Salta & Tzougraki, 2004; Weinburgh, 1995) and the second one is 

estimation of behaviors by attitudes (Glasman & Albarracín, 2006).  Another construct related to physics 

lab anxiety is self-efficacy beliefs. The self-efficacy has become a widely studied subject in education, 

psychology and organizational science (Scherbaum et al., 2006). Firstly, it was observed that self-efficacy 

in social learning theory of Bandura (1977). According to the social learning theory, as human behavior 

and motivation are regulated by intense common sense and as a result self-efficacy is stated as the primary 

factor regulating human behavior (Luszczynska et al., 2005). Bandura (1977, 1986) argued that self-efficacy 

influences, and also is influenced by, thought patterns, affective arousal, and choice behavior as well as 

task performance. According to Bandura (1997) self-efficacy is the self-judgment about the capacity of the 
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individual to organize and perform the activities that are necessary to show a certain performance. In 

addition, Luszczynska, et al. (2005) defined self-efficacy as people's belief in their ability to perform in a 

particular situation to achieve a desired result. According to Yıldırım and İlhan (2010), the concept of self-

efficacy includes elements such as planning an action, being aware of the necessary skills and organizing, 

and the level of motivation as a result of reviewing the gains to be obtained through difficulties (Uysal, 

2013). Research has shown that students' ability to be successful in tasks, lectures, events, or their belief 

in self-efficacy, has a strong impact on science-related activity choices and achievements (Bandura, 1997; 

Britner & Pajares, 2001; Dalgety et al., 2003; Zeldin & Pajares, 2000). Students who have a strong belief 

that they can succeed in tasks and activities would be more likely to select such tasks and activities and 

work hard to complete them successfully whereas students who do not have self-efficacy beliefs would 

avoid them if they can and would put forth minimal effort if they cannot (Britner & Pajares, 2006; Crippen 

& Earl, 2007). Although the studies are generally focused on science anxiety (Laukenmann et al., 2003; 

Eddy, 2000), the concern of the physics laboratory in literature has received little attention. Therefore, this 

research aims to examine the relationships between self-efficacy, physics lab anxiety and attitudes. 

 

Method 

The study is a research based on descriptive-relational design using surveys. In this study, the 

relationships between self-efficacy, physics lab anxiety and attitudes were examined by using structural 

equality model.  

Participants 

Five hundred thirteen university students (263 male, 250 female) who were enrolled in physics laboratory 

course from four different state universities, participated in current study in Turkey. The age range of the 

students ranged from 18 to 24, and the average age was 21 years. 

Research Instruments  

The Physics Lab Anxiety Scale  

The Physics Lab Anxiety Scale (P-LAS) was developed by Kurbanoglu & Akın (2012a) and revised by 

Kurbanoglu & Takunyacı (2017). This scale is an 18-item (e.g., entering the physics lab) self-reports 

measurement. The scale is a 5-point Likert scale (1 = never makes me anxious, 5 = always makes me 

anxious). The Cronbach’s alpha of the scale was .94. 

The Physics Lab Attitudes Scale  

The Physics Lab Attitudes Scale was developed by Kurbanoğlu & Akın (2012b, 2014). This scale contains 

13 items (e.g., it is more interesting to learn physics terms by doing experiments). The scale is a 5-point 

Likert scale. The Cronbach’s alpha of the scale was .94.  

Self-efficacy Scale  

Turkish adaptation of this scale had been done by Büyüköztürk et al. (2004). The Self-efficacy subscale 

consists of eight items and each item was rated on a 7-point Likert scale. The Cronbach’s alpha of the scale 

was .86. 
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Statistical Analysis 

The data obtained from 513 students were statistically analyzed. In this research, Pearson correlation 

coefficient was used to analyze relations between self-efficacy, physics lab attitudes, and physics lab 

anxiety. Then structural equation modeling (SEM) was used to reveal predictive relationship among 

variables. Analyses were carried out with SPSS 21 and LISREL 8.54.    

 

Findings 

Table 1 shows the means, descriptive statistics, internal consistency coefficients, and inter-correlations of 

the variables used. 

 

Table 1  

Descriptive Statistics, Internal Consistency Coefficients, and Inter-Correlations 

Variables 1 2 3 

1.   Physics lab attitudes 1.00   

2.   Self-efficacy related to learn. .30** 1.00  

3.  Physics lab anxiety -.42** -.32** 1.00 

Mean  56.57 40.39 68.22 

Standard deviation 8.81 7.95 18.30 

Internal consistency coefficients .92 .81   .90 

**p< .01 

When Table 1 is examined, it is seen that there are significant correlations between physics lab attitudes, 

self-efficacy related to learning and performance, and physics lab anxiety. Physics lab anxiety is negatively 

related to physics lab attitudes (r = -.42) and self-efficacy on learning and performance (r = -.32). On the 

other hand physics lab attitudes were found positively associated with self-efficacy on learning and 

performance (r = .30). 

Structural Equation Modeling 

Figure 1 presents the results of SEM analysis, using maximum likelihood estimations. The analysis 

showed that the model is saturated (i.e., there are no unused degrees of freedom). Consequently, the 

model fitted well (χ2 =3.23, GFI=.95, AGFI=.96, CFI=.97, NFI=.98, RFI=.94, IFI=.95, and RMSEA =.032). 
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Figure 1  

Structural Equation Model 

 

The standardized coefficients in Figure 1 clearly showed that self-efficacy predicted physics lab anxiety 

in a negative way (-.21). Also, self-efficacy has a direct and positive effect on physics lab attitudes (.30) 

which in turn affects physics lab anxiety. Finally, physics lab anxiety was explained negatively by physics 

lab attitudes (-.35). 

 

Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships between physics laboratory anxiety, physics 

laboratory attitudes, and self-efficacy. Results revealed that there were significant relationships between 

these variables. Moreover, the goodness of fit indexes indicated that correlations among measures were 

explained by the model and that its formulation was psychometrically acceptable (Hu & Bentler, 1999). 

As predicted, the model showed that physics laboratory anxiety was explained by self-efficacy negatively. 

This result is consistent with previous studies (Britner, 2008; Britner & Pajares, 2006; Eddy, 2000; 

Kurbanoglu & Akın, 2010; Usher & Pajares, 2006) demonstrating anxiety and self-efficacy are inversely 

related constructs and with Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive theory stating anxiety has a negative effect 

on self-efficacy. Moreover, this finding is also consistent with Bandura’s (1997) assertion suggesting 

efficacy beliefs play a central role in regulating anxiety. In addition, the negative relationship between 

self-efficacy and physics laboratory anxiety was supported by Hackett’s (1995) suggestion that “it is 

possible, that lowered anxiety not only enhances self-efficacy directly but also facilitates successful 

performance attempts in occupationally related areas.” Therefore, a student who feels anxious about 

physics laboratory can hardly feel capable of doing physics laboratory activities and so self-efficacy could 

be a negative predictor of physics laboratory anxiety. 

Secondly, as expected, and consistent with previous research findings (Kurbanoglu & Akın, 2010, 2012b, 

Liu et al., 2006; Smist & Owen, 1994) path analysis revealed that physics laboratory attitudes were 

predicted positively by self-efficacy. In addition, self-efficacy reduced indirectly physics laboratory 

anxiety through physics laboratory attitudes. In other words, physics laboratory attitudes played a 

mediator role in the link self-efficacy and physics laboratory anxiety. Students’ physics laboratory 

attitudes are important factors highly associated with physics laboratory success and motivation. Students 
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who have more positive attitudes towards physics laboratory are more likely to exert their efforts and 

have the desire to be involved in the learning tasks.  

Thirdly, as anticipated, results demonstrated that physics laboratory anxiety was negatively predicted by 

physics laboratory attitudes. This finding is consistent with the results of earlier investigations indicating 

students who have higher levels of positive attitudes about a course have also low level of anxiety in terms 

of related topic (Keeves & Morgenstern, 1992; Kurbanoglu & Akın, 2010; Kurbanoglu, Akın, & Takunyacı, 

2009; Meece et al., 1990). In general, there is a widely accepted agreement that attitudes are deeply 

associated with expectations of success and the subjective value of the task and would impact on students’ 

level of anxiety (Child et al., 1997). Consequently, physics laboratory anxiety is promoted by negative 

attitudes towards physics laboratory, while it is decreased by positive ones. 

This study has several implications for future research. Firstly, further research investigating the 

relationships between physics laboratory anxiety, physics laboratory attitudes, self-efficacy, and other 

psychological constructs need to reinforce the findings of this study. Second, we urge researchers to use 

quantitative methodology to complement findings from qualitative perspectives. The present study also 

has several indirect implications for physics educators. First, reducing or controlling anxiety in physics 

laboratory courses potentially may enhance learning and quality of physics laboratory activities. Helping 

students to control anxiety related to physics laboratory activities can increase the development of positive 

self-efficacy beliefs and ultimately lead to more positive attitudes toward physics laboratory. Students 

who approach a physics laboratory activity with worry likely lack confidence in their science skills. 

Furthermore, these negative feelings can induce additional stress that cause the inadequate performance 

feared (Britner & Pajares, 2006).  

Since students’ efficacy beliefs develop based on authentic accomplishments (Bandura, 1997), another 

implication for educators is to create physics laboratory experiences in which students can improve their 

sense of self-efficacy. Thus, if students have low sense of self-efficacy, more instructional time in 

performing physics experiments must be spent. So that, students will perceive themselves as more 

successful persons and their sense of efficacy will be enhanced accordingly. Finally, inquiry-based 

instructional strategies in which students are mentally and physically active can be administrated that 

help students become more self-aware of their improvement (Uzuntiryaki & Capa Aydin, 2009). 

Although the results of the present study have implications for interventions that could decrease students’ 

physics laboratory anxiety and increase their self-efficacy, some limitations of the current study should 

be mentioned. First, because participants of the present research are consisted of university students, 

replication of this study for targeting other student populations should be made to generate a more solid 

relationship among constructs examined in this study. Second, as correlational statistics were utilized, no 

definitive statements can be made about causality. Third, the self-report instruments used in this study 

may not appropriately capture the participants’ perceptions and feelings. Finally, since the proportions of 

variance explained were low, it is difficult to make any firm conclusions about the findings. 

In sum, this study demonstrates that self-efficacy affects the physics laboratory anxiety and physics 

laboratory attitudes, directly. Students who have low levels of self-efficacy are more likely to vulnerability 

to physics laboratory anxiety and negative physics laboratory attitudes. So, the current findings increase 

our understanding of the relationships between self-efficacy, physics laboratory anxiety, and physics 

laboratory attitudes. 
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